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The Omega Deception: A Novel
Rescued from captors who held him in an underground interrogation room, Mac
grieves the less fortunate fates of his colleagues and is alarmed by a covert
organization that claims it has the preserved body of Christ and that He was
empowered by aliens. Original.
The Tri-fete, an opportunity for the alphas in Pacchia to show off their strength,
stamina, and martial prowess, comes once every three years. This is the first
time the competition has been held since the Crown Prince Aubrey of Lyle and
Wescott presented as an omega and there is much speculation he may take a
mate from one of the alphas competing.But there is more than friendly
competition underway as the mysterious Lord Riven returns to court for the first
time in nearly a decade and assassins plot against the King.Prince Aubrey must
find a way to balance expectation and personal desire in THE OMEGA PRINCE,
the first story set in Pacchia, a mythical kingdom based on the a/b/o gender
structure.This story contains explicit M/M content.
Mitch Herron's business is death and business is good. An assassin without
equal, Herron’s latest job is no walk in the park, because fanatics hell-bent on
cleansing the planet ambush Herron and turn him into a walking bioweapon. With
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only days before he's used to spread the most lethal contagion in human history,
Herron must hunt down the fanatics and stop their attack, knowing he might be
the only person who can. The clock is ticking.... If you like Robert Ludlam’s Jason
Bourne, Vince Flynn’s Mitch Rapp and Mark Dawson’s John Milton, you’ll love
The Omega Strain, the first novel in the addictive Mitch Herron series. Get it now!
*** Herron Series keywords: Terrorism, political, conspiracy, espionage, pulp
fiction, military, thriller, hard boiled, hero, ebook, novels, international, intrigue,
complete series, vigilante, noir, crime, series starter, action, adventure, assassin,
vigilante, bargain, books, series, ebook, ebooks, novel, novella, stories, story,
legal thriller, thriller series, mystery series, thriller and suspense, vigilante justice,
crime, action packed, hard-boiled, suspense, suspense series, contemporary,
genre fiction, United States.
This novel continues the all-new, completely original story begun in the first three
MASS EFFECT stories. The heroine, Gillian, was once the subject of horrifying
scientific experiments, but now, after her rescue, she is beginning to master her
amazing powers. But when she falls under the sway of a radical group who
believes their powers make them superior to ordinary humans, she finds herself
faced with a choice between her destiny . . . and her humanity.
The Omega Prince (The Kingdom of Pacchia Book 1)
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The Omega Wave
The Omega Command, The Alpha Deception, and The Gamma Option
Omega's Binding
Revelation, Ascension, Retribution, Deception
MI5 discover that someone is selling military secrets and must find out what's happening at a
large British Arms company, from within. Max Sargent goes in undercover and discovers a
number of suspects. Using designs for the latest Omega long range sniper system as bait, he seeks
out the shocking identity of the corporate thief. But MI5 also want the arms broker and the end
buyer. Max must continue to follow the Omega trail, now masquerading as the corporate spy
selling the designs. The underworld and a foreign Intelligence Service are involved. Max's trail
takes him to several European destinations, as the mission gets more dangerous, ending with a
tense chase and revelations.
Too many cases of "accidental" alien contact...UFO cults praying to the skies...secret
"psychotronic" weapons for bending the human mind. The evidence Jacques Vallee reveals, after
many years of scientific investigation, adds up to something more menacing than monsters from
outer space. Messengers of Deception documents the growing effect of UFO contact claims on our
lives and of the belief systems prevalent in our society. It explores the hidden realities of the cults,
the contactees, the murky political intrigues and the motivations of the investigators. "As
suspenseful as a Hitchcock Thriller, brilliantly argued . . . a smashing achievement." - Robert
Anton Wilson
She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe is trapped in the clutches of the Alpha who claimed her
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against her will. She wants to fight him, even as every cell in her body has come to crave his touch.
But there is more to Legion than meets the eye and Ianthe will suffer before she learns all of his
secrets. Omega's Capture is the second in a series which immediately follows the events of
Omega's Deception (Omega's of Pandora, Book One), This series features an over the top Alpha
hero in a dystopian world. This book is for anyone who likes their romance with power exchange
and a splash of darkness, especially fans of Addison Cain, Zoe Blake and Loki Renard.
She never wanted to be Omega. With her mate arrested, Ianthe faces an uncertain fate. Even
though she never wanted to be bonded, it isn't just herself that she has to think about now. She is
carrying Legion's child and will take all of her strength to save them all. Omega's Binding is the
final chapter of Ianthe and Legion's story. This series features an over the top Alpha hero in a
dystopian world. This book is for anyone who likes their romance with power exchange and a
splash of darkness, especially fans of Addison Cain, Zoe Blake and Loki Renard.
Mass Effect: Nexus Uprising
The Twinkling
Revealing the Omega Conspiracy
Deception
Omega Minor

Titan Books will work with acclaimed video game developer BioWare to publish brand
new novels set in the universe of MASS EFFECTTM: ANDROMEDA. The action will
weave into the new game, with storylines developed in close collaboration with the
BioWare game team. The action takes place with the adventure of the game itself, setting
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up the story and events of the game adding depth and detail to the canonical MASS
EFFECT saga.
“T he wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid. And a
child shall lead them.” She smiled. “That’s you, Michael. That’s why Brother Cyrus needs
you. You’re going to help us fulfill the prophecy.” The Omega Theory opens with media
reports that, despite U.S. warnings, Iran has tested a nuclear bomb. But the blast from the
device is different and far more dangerous than that of any previous nuclear weapon.
Surveillance instruments show that for one split second an event occurred that had not
taken place since the Big Bang fourteen billion years ago. Meanwhile, science historian
David Swift and quantum physicist Monique Reynolds learn that their autistic son,
Michael, has been kidnapped by a militant cult called the True Believers. Michael, a
descendant of Albert Einstein, has inherited Einstein’s remarkable intelligence and is the
only person in the world who knows Einstein’s last secret—the Final Theory, a set of
equations that could explain all the forces of nature. Only those who understand the key to
creation could know how to destroy it. The Iranian nuclear blast is a demonstration of this
understanding. Soon David and Monique realize their desperate search for Michael is also
a desperate race to stop the horrific power of the theory from being unleashed. Joining
forces with FBI Agent Lucille Parker, David and Monique race from the Old City of
Jerusalem to the deserts of Turkmenistan to rescue Michael and stop the cult’s fanatic
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leader. Their journey proves just how difficult it is to stop those who are willing to die in
the name of God. Praised by bestselling peers such as Douglas Preston and James Rollins,
Mark Alpert shows he is at the top of his writing game and the cutting edge of science,
seamlessly weaving fact and fiction with nonstop heart-pounding action in this explosive
thriller. We will never see our universe in quite the same way again.
The Omega DeceptionA NovelB & H Publishing Group
The world ends in four months. Alessandra can stop it - but she can't do it alone. The mind
of Alessandra is under the control of a brilliant politician determined to use her goddesslike powers to conquer deities and humans alike. She begins to question her ability to stop
the apocalyptic future revealed to her - and who her enemy really is.
The Alpha Deception
The Blaine McCracken Novels Volume One
Episode One
The Nephilim Return
Omega Deception
As payment for her father's debt, he wants: Her At his mercy For three
nights Notorious outlaw Maddoc follows no rules. When he walks into
the palace demanding repayment for a debt no one knew existed, he
wants only one thing. The Omega princess. Protected and revered, Ana
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struggles to find control in a life planned for her from the moment
she was born. When she is forced to give three nights to a dark,
lawless Alpha, his primal touch turns her world to chaos. But the more
she tries to resist, the deeper she is sucked into the intense
savagery he has saved just for her. A SAVAGE DEBT is the first
installment of the Beholden Duet, a fantasy Omegaverse romance that
explores themes of justice, punishment, and dark, savage love. For
fans of Alpha anti-heroes and sassy heroines. Cliffhanger included.
This story features romance and situations of a dark nature.
Mimesis and Theory brings together twenty previously uncollected
essays on literature and literary theory by one of the most important
thinkers of the past thirty years.
Carson is an alpha with a certain type. He likes omegas in heat. It's
not an unusual fetish, but it's definitely an expensive one. Since
finding unmated omegas in heat is practically impossible without a
little help, he has to pay for his pleasure. Willy is a bit of a late
bloomer. At nineteen, he's only recently lost his virginity and still
isn't sure what all the fuss over sex is about. So when he gets an
offer to force a heat for one of Omega For Hire's best customers, he
doesn't think much of it. Just because he's never been in heat before
shouldn't make any difference in how he handles this client.And at
first it doesn't. But when one night leads to three, they both know
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something more than paid fun is happening between them.Heat Seeking
Alpha is a sexy story about a wealthy alpha, an innocent omega, and
the heat the create together.
When Lieutenant Commander Jake Madsen, MD, examines Sgt. Jerry
Wallace, he discovers a strange implant in Wallace's chest wall. This
discovery propels Madsen into a world where human emotions and actions
are no longer taken into account, and where research on chemical
weapons is conducted on the most available and expendable subjects:
soldiers of the United States.
Omega's Deception
Notes from the Front
Omega Trail
Omega's Gambit
Alpha's Temptation

Prometheus Deception Robert Ludlum is the acknowledged master of
suspense and international intrigue. For over thirty years, in over twenty
international bestsellers, he has a set a standard that has never been
equaled. Now, with the Prometheus Deception, he proves that he is at the
very pinnacle of his craft. Nicholas Bryson spent years as a deep cover
operative for the American secret intelligence group, the Directorate. After
critical undercover mission went horribly wrong, Bryson was retired to a
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new identity. Years later, his closely held cover is cracked and Bryson learns
that the Directorate was not what it claimed - that he was a pawn in a
complex scheme against his own country's interests. Now, it has become
increasingly clear that the shadowy Directorate is headed for some
dangerous endgame - but no one knows precisely who they are and what
they are planning. With Bryson their only possible asset, the director of the
CIA recruits Bryson to find, reinfiltrate, and stop the Directorate. But after
years on the sidelines, Bryson's field skills are rusty, his contacts unreliable,
and his instincts suspect. With everything he thought he knew about his
own life in question, Bryson is all alone in a wilderness of mirrors - unsure
what is and isn't true and who, if anyone, he can trust - with the future of
millions in the balance. Sigma Protocol Ben Hartman is vacationing in
Zurich, Switzerland when he chances upon his old friend Jimmy
Cavanaugh—a madman who's armed and programmed to assassinate. In a
matter of minutes, six innocent bystanders are dead. So is Cavanaugh. But
when his body vanishes, and his weapon mysteriously appears in Hartman's
luggage, Hartman is plunged into an unfathomable nightmare... Meanwhile,
Anna Navarro, field agent for the Department of Justice, has been asked to
investigate the sudden, random deaths of eleven men throughout the world.
The only thing that connects them? A secret file, over a half-century old,
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that's linked to the CIA—and is marked with the same puzzling codename:
Sigma. As Anna follows the connecting thread—and Hartman finds himself
on the run—she ends up in the shadows of a relentless killer who is one step
ahead of her...victim by victim. Now, she and Hartman together must
uncover the diabolical secrets long held behind Sigma. It will threaten
everything they think they know about themselves—and confirm their very
worst fears...
When the alien alphas arrived on Earth, omega-compatible men weren't
given a choice in mating with them. After a long and troubled war, Earth
brought down the harem towers and exiled the alien lords to the moon
where they rule from afar. Things have calmed down in recent history; the
powerful alphas seek mates who will submit themselves voluntarily. But who
would sell themselves into slavery? Who would want to become a breeder?
Rourke's terminally ill mother needs a cure that's only accessible to the very
rich. An omega auction can pay for it. (m/m sci fi romance, alien, alpha,
omega, omegaverse, mpreg, male pregnancy, gay love)
She had never heard the word Omega. When Aura crash lands on an alien
planet, she finds herself surrounded by feral Alphas males. She doesn’t
understand what has made them this way, but her only option is to run.
They look like men, but act like animals and are consumed by the desire to
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take her in the most depraved ways. Ways that would literally tear her apart.
All except one. Castor is so much more than he seems. But right now, he is
the only thing standing between this strange girl and the dangerous Alpha
prowling the Forbidden Zone. He has maintained his sanity while trapped in
the wasteland but at great cost. The urge to claim her for his own
overwhelms his fragile hold on control. He will protect the confused Omega
from the Alphas intent on doing her harm, but he will also claim her for his
own. Alpha’s Temptation is the fourth book in the Omega’s of Pandora
series, but is the first in Castor and Aura’s story. It may be enjoyed without
having read previous installments. This is dark, Omegaverse romance with a
cliffhanger.
She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe keeps her freedom because her
dynamic is a carefully guarded secret. Omegas are rare and highly prized,
but they have no rights. An Omega is the property of whatever Alpha is
strong enough to claim her. Ianthe toils in the slums, pretending to be Beta,
so she can hide from a world that wants to make her a pet in a gilded cage.
Legion, the Alpha and brutal cartel boss, believes her to be Beta. When he
discovers her deception, nothing will stop him from claiming her. Omega's
Deception is the first in a brand new series, featuring an over the top Alpha
hero in a dystopian world. This book is for anyone who likes their romance
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with power exchange and a splash of darkness, especially fans of Addison
Cain, Zoe Blake and Loki Renard.
The Janus Deception
A Savage Debt
Messengers of Deception
The Glittering Web
Mass Effect: The Complete Novels 4-Book Bundle

The story of The Twinkling focuses on the life of Korle, an
angel that fell from heaven under the authority of Lucifer.
It delves into his past as an angel living a glorious life
in heaven, follows him to the depths of hell, to earth as
mankind," and back again to heaven. It explores unspoken
possibilities: that of the fallen angels being given a
chance to choose which God to serve, with that choice being
made during their span of time on earth. Though many
scriptures are woven throughout the story, this narrative is
not meant to be theological in its message, but is intended,
rather, to inspire thought and interest in the eternal side
of our existence. The earth story deals with sibling
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jealousy and the profound chaos it can cause. Paralleling
jealousy back to the motivation that caused Lucifer to fall,
this story reveals not only how abusive events were
manipulated by Lucy, the jealous, older sister, but how they
worked together for the good in the younger sister
regardless of the original intent. Alongside the chaos is
the joy of having a best friend, with good events happening
in that relationship despite the trouble at home. The heaven
story is a continuation of the good events, and so much more
as Korle explores its wonders and never-ending possibilities
with his friend Nagee, whom he later finds out is his
earthly guardian angel. The rest of the story, told from
heaven s point of view, deals with hell s creation and
existence, end-time events on earth, and the final war that
ends Satan s power over the earth and its inhabitants.
Interwoven throughout the story is the story of Jesus and
the salvation offered through his death and resurrection.
Fascinating and spellbinding, THE TWINKLING appeals to young
and old alike.
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The Red Chameleon, a Soviet super-spy and master of
disguises, sets out to steal an American ultimate weapon,
code named Prometheus II, and it is up to former CIA agent
Gordon Hardwick to protect the weapon and stop the Red
Chameleon.
Michael Jason Shaw is given the perilous assignment to
masquerade as an SS officer in order to infiltrate the
German military, stop production of the V-5 rocket, and
prevent a Nazi scheme, the Omega Deception, to cripple the
United States. Original.
Not for the faint-hearted, 'The Omega Wave' is a full-length
science fiction novel exploring gothic facets of
consciousness and human nature. Luper a sensible young
scientist finds himself working with Frieda a giddy
teenager. As their relationship grows, so do the biological
computers called neurospheres that they have developed.
Encouraged by Quade, their acquisitive boss, and counselled
by Broc, their Ethics Council chairman, they progress
secretly, slowly and meticulously. However, working in the
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shadow of a rogue American-controlled embassy, they get
caught up in a web of deception at first concealing but
later revealing what they have seen and done.
Age of Deception
Red Chameleon
A Novel
A Story of Alpha and Omega
The Omega Strain (A Mitch Herron Thriller—Book 1)
Picking up where the bestselling videogames left off, the
Mass Effect novels take readers into the far reaches of
outer space. From the prequel novel, Revelation, to the
series capstone, Deception, these original adventures weave
together a science fiction epic as they follow Starship
Alliance commander David Anderson and his young protégée,
scientist Kahlee Sanders, in their battle to save humanity.
Packaged together for the first time, this exhilarating
eBook bundle includes: REVELATION ASCENSION RETRIBUTION
DECEPTION Since discovering a cache of Prothean technology
on Mars in 2148, humanity has spread to the stars. Now, on
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the edge of colonized space, ship commander and Alliance
war hero David Anderson investigates the remains of a top
secret military research station. Who attacked this post
and for what purpose? And where is Kahlee Sanders, the
young scientist who mysteriously vanished from the base
hours before her colleagues were slaughtered? Sanders is
now the prime suspect, but finding her creates more
problems than it solves. Partnered with a rogue alien agent
he can’t trust and pursued by an assassin he can’t escape,
Anderson battles impossible odds on uncharted worlds to
uncover a sinister conspiracy—one he won’t live to tell
about. Or so the enemy thinks.
The USA Today–bestselling author’s first three pulsepounding thrillers featuring his heroic rogue agent—“Nobody
writes action like Jon Land” (John Lescroart). “Land is one
of the best all-out action writers in the business,” and
his Blaine McCracken series takes the thriller genre to a
whole new level (The Los Angeles Review of Books).
Collected in this volume are the first three adventures of
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the “no-holds-barred rogue agent” who nukes the rulebook to
save the world (Publishers Weekly). The Omega Command: A
space shuttle is destroyed in flight, and the CIA recalls
disgraced agent Blaine McCracken to uncover the villains
who are responsible. The Alpha Deception: A space-borne
superweapon rains death down on a small American town, and
McCracken races to learn who pulled the trigger—before the
fearsome beam turns on Washington. The Gamma Option: When
his estranged son is kidnapped, McCracken goes to work for
a group of Arab militants to recover the child he never
knew—and bring the Middle East back from the brink of war.
“The greatest thriller writer alive today” puts rogue agent
Blaine McCracken in the sights of a space-borne superweapon
in this Cold War nail-biter (Bookviews). In the last years
of the Cold War, policy and trust for the Russians have led
to disarmament treaties and hope for a new beginning. But
peace is not yet within grasp. An entire American town has
been wiped off the map: not by nuclear strike, but rather a
space-borne particle cannon capable of reducing the entire
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nation to dust in hours. But who pulled the trigger? Was it
the Russians, making a final bid for world domination? Or
was it a third power—some aspiring conqueror hoping to pit
the superpowers against each other? It’s up to Blaine
McCracken to find out. An old flame has contacted the rogue
op, begging for help protecting her father, a jeweler who
has just been robbed of five rare stones—five rubies that
could mean life or death for the United States. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Jon Land including
rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe keeps her freedom
because her dynamic is a carefully guarded secret. Omegas
are rare and highly prized, but they have no rights. An
Omega is the property of whatever Alpha is strong enough to
claim her. Ianthe toils in the slums, pretending to be
Beta, so she can hide from a world that wants to make her a
pet in a gilded cage. Legion, the Alpha and brutal cartel
boss, believes her to be Beta. When he discovers her
deception, nothing will stop him from claiming her. But
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they will both be put to the test by the corruption that
plagues the city of Pandora. Legion wants to keep her in a
gilded cage like a favored pet, but Ianthe craves freedom
in a world that refuses to allow it. He is the only one who
can protect her body, but his obsession threatens to
consume her soul. OMEGAS OF PANDORA, VOLUME ONE is a
107,000 word novel featuring an over-the-top Alpha in a
dystopian world and enough heat to burn. It has previously
been published as a series of novellas, but can be read as
a STANDALONE and ends with a happily ever after. Contains
the following previously published novellas: Omega's
Deception, Omega's Capture and Omega's Binding
Mass Effect: Deception
The Prometheus Deception/The Sigma Protocol
UFO Contacts and Cults
The Alpha and Omega and the Last Great Deception (part A)
Essays on Literature and Criticism, 1953-2005
The first novel featuring CIA agent Blaine McCracken from the USA
Today–bestselling author, “one of the best all-out action writers in the
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business” (Los Angeles Review of Books). A space shuttle disappears
during a routine repair mission, 180 miles above Earth’s surface. An
intelligence operative with a dark secret is murdered, his car set ablaze,
while he is in the middle of fulfilling a depraved fantasy. And a reporter
receives a message from a dying man that suggests the organization
responsible may be one of the world’s most prestigious corporations. The
government knows just one man who can untangle this mystery: a
throwaway on the deactivated list. Exiled to a desk job in Paris for
stepping on the wrong toes, Blaine McCracken is a killer—a ruthless
pursuer of truth who will let no one, friend or enemy, stand in his way
when civilian lives are in danger. McCracken gets results, and his country
needs him now more than ever. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Jon Land including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.
What if everything you thought was true and good -- wasn't? Stripping
away years of deception doesn’t come easily—especially to Loren and Eve
Montcrest. They believe they’re following the true path as initiates in
Seattle’s Arcane Institute, their society’s elite training academy for the
New World Order in 2050.Pursuing spiritual power despite enormous
dangers, they are caught up in a fiery, fast-paced succession of intrigues
and adventure that rocks their love for each other and even their
sanity.Only a shocking, last-minute intervention can strip away the veil of
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deception and rescue them fromdestruction—but will they give up
everything for it?
War hero and daughter to two Houses, Kira is just beginning to learn how
deep the rabbit hole goes. Agreeing to accompany her father’s people
back to their homeworld, Kira Forrest prepares for the fight of her life.
She’s agreed to undertake the Trial of the Broken, a rite of passage every
member of her father’s House must pass. It offers a path to
independence and freedom that is too tempting to deny. Not everyone
welcomes this lost daughter of Roake. There are those who fear what her
presence might bring to light. Betrayal stalks the halls of Kira’s
birthplace—its roots embedded deep in the events that claimed her
parent’s lives and set her on her current path. Walking the wire’s edge
between truth and deception will test the person Kira has become as she
separates ally from betrayer. An old enemy has put into motion a plan
that could topple the balance of power in the universe. Letting them
succeed spells doom—but the price might be more than Kira is willing to
pay.
When Emma Vaile's parents leave on a mysterious business trip, it gives
her the perfect excuse to be a rebellious teen. But then her best friend
stops talking to her, the police crash her party and Emma finds herself in
the hands of a new guardian, Bennett Stern, and on a plane to his
museum-like mansion in New England. After enrolling at Thatcher
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Academy, Emma settles in by making friends with the popular crowd. She
has memories of Thatcher she can't explain and strange visions are
haunting her. Emma doesn't trust anyone any more - except maybe
Bennett. But he's about to reveal a ghostly secret to her. One that will
explain the visions . . . and make Emma fear for her life.
Mimesis and Theory
Counsel for Our Medical Institution
Theta (#2, Omega Series)
The Omega Command

~~ It is a knotty problem, and it will take some slick moves to mate these two
together. ~~ London, 1795 Miss Viola Hartwell has one mission: ensure the
Omega Property Rights Act becomes law. However, as an omega she is
prohibited from participating in politics. Viola refuses to let her dynamic stand
in her way and makes the risky decision to masquerade as her alpha twin
sister. All she needs to do now is convince the reclusive Duke of Orley to
support her cause. In another part of town, Syon, Duke of Orley, has chosen
the widowed Countess of Kellingham as his future bride in a marriage of
convenience. But the omega widow refuses to meet any alphas. When the
duke's beautiful new secretary offers a unique solution to his problem, he
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accepts. What begins as a simple exchange of votes for a bride becomes a
dangerous game of illicit desire and temptation. Will Viola pull off her
dynamic defying plan and secure property rights for all omegas? Will Syon
ever forgive her if he discovers the truth? ~~ Omega's Gambit combines
genres for a fresh take on the omegaverse set in the late 18th century. ~~
The Hartwell Sisters Saga follows four sisters determined to overcome
society's strictures and exceptions. It is set in an alternate history with
omegaverse dynamics and a guaranteed HEA. Each book can be read as a
standalone, but readers are encouraged to read them in order to avoid
spoilers.
Welcome to Omega Minor, where nothing is ever what it seems and nothing
every ends."--BOOK JACKET.
She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe keeps her freedom because her
dynamic is a carefully guarded secret. Omegas are rare and highly prized, but
they have no rights. An Omega is the property of whatever Alpha is strong
enough to claim her. Ianthe toils in the slums, pretending to be Beta, so she
can hide from a world that wants to make her a pet in a gilded cage. Legion,
the Alpha and brutal cartel boss, believes her to be Beta. When he discovers
her deception, nothing will stop him from claiming her. Omega's Deception is
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the first in a series which is now complete, featuring an over the top Alpha
hero in a dystopian world. This book is for anyone who likes their romance
with power exchange and a splash of darkness, especially fans of Addison
Cain, Zoe Blake and Loki Renard.
Humanity has reached the stars, joining the vast galactic community of alien
species. But beyond the fringes of explored space lurk the Reapers, a race of
sentient starships bent on 'harvesting' the galaxy's organic species for their
own dark purpose. The Illusive Man, leader of the pro-human black ops group
Cerberus, is one of the few who know the truth about the Reapers. To ensure
humanity's survival, he launches a desperate plan to uncover the enemy's
strengths - and weaknesses - by studying someone implanted with modified
Reaper technology. He knows the perfect subject for his horrific experiments:
former Cerberus operative Paul Grayson, who wrested his daughter from the
cabal's control with the help of Ascension project director Kahlee Sanders.
But when Kahlee learns that Grayson is missing, she turns to the only person
she can trust: Alliance war hero Captain David Anderson. Together they set
out to find the secret Cerberus facility where Grayson is being held. But they
aren't the only ones after him. And time is running out.
Omega's Capture
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Omega Society Auction
Omegas of Pandora
Heat Seeking Alpha
M/M Non Shifter MPreg Romance
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